PNWHMA Contract Ratified by Overwhelming Majority

Dear Pacific Northwest Hospital Medicine Association members,

Balloting has closed on the ratification vote for your package of tentative agreements (TAs). An overwhelming majority of Pacific Northwest Hospital Medicine Association (PNWHMA) members supported the bargaining team’s recommendation and voted “yes” to ratify.

Over 79 percent of members participated in the voting process which shows the high level of engagement of your bargaining unit in this process. The strong support to approve the package of TAs demonstrates the fact that the bargaining team worked hard to listen to members and negotiate an agreement you could support. The healthy level of turnout speaks to the good work of the Contract Action Team (CAT) to keep you informed and engaged as we reached the end of this lengthy and sometimes contentious negotiations.

Thank you to each of you who took the time to vote and provide feedback to the bargaining team. Your help made it possible to reach this important milestone for our union.

Sincerely,

The PNWHMA Bargaining Team